
Know your psychological ‘bug’
of SHAME





1. 

Impact:

How does it affect your life? 

How does it make you vulnerable?

In general – frustrated, angry, loss of joy, 

doubts, frantic activities, tension, internal 

conflicts, lack of self acceptance, shame, 

lack of fulfillment and life satisfaction

In relationship – blocks connection, hurt 

and anger, frustrated. Frictions/conflicts. 

At work – stress, judge others, critical, loss 

of motivation, damage working relations, 

reduce productivity and fulfillment



2. 
What does it remind you? 
Can you think of an image? 
(animal?! character?!)
Dragon 
dragon – scary, mean, hurtful. 
Powerful. Shoot fire… 

Let’s name it: 

Elliot (name of a dragon from children’s 
book)  



3. 

How does it think? Global 

statements, permanent, 

pervasive.

(Worldview, self perception etc)  

I am not good enough! I need to 

do more. Need to achieve more. I 

am not enough. I am not OK. I am 

fraud, imposter, I will get found 

out. 

I will fail, will stuff up, make 

mistake. I will lose it all…



4. 

When does the bug get activated? what 

triggers it?

What conditions does it need to attack? 

In context of PERFORMING / CAREER

impact on ego/status

Failure, see others succeed or do better,  

negative feedback, 

if prospect of earning/work less. 

Take a break. 



5. 

What makes it stronger? 

Weaker?

When get praise, told I am 

great. Make lots of money, 

lots of work booked it. 



6.

What does it want? 

What is the purpose? 

(must be positive)

Motivate to work hard. 

Status / success

Acceptance & admiration 

from others. 



7.

If this bug was a character 

what would be its motto?

Do more, be more!



8.

How did you come to adopt 

this bug as your sub-

identity?

Worries about place among 

peers… belonging issue. 



9.

Are there subconscious 

reasons to hold on to the 

bug? any pay-off?! 

Driving force… engine! 

Survival brain –

SAFETY!!  Reduce risks & 

losses



10.

Does it ever bring the best 

out of you? 

Are there outcomes you like?

Work hard,

high standards



11.

If you get immunised against the 

bug what possibilities open up for 

you?

Fulfillment, relax. Joy. 

Inner peace!! 

In terms of doing or behaving 

where would be the most 

important change?

Kinder, gentler, more accepting 

and tolerant. Greater connection 

with those I care about. 

Slower! 


